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In June, the MSCI Japan advanced with the increase of vaccination programs and the JPY
depreciation. The index rose at the beginning of the month when investors welcomed the progress in
vaccination programs, but news on tapering by the US Fed pushed around domestic stock markets
later until the end of the month. While both the US jobs report and the US Consumer Price Index
(CPI) that were announced in the first half of the month exceeded the market estimates, Japanese
stock markets sustained themselves as investors concluded that the US was still far from the
restoration of full employment with widespread price hikes unseen. They fell when the median of the
dot plots, which show where individual Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) members expect
monetary policy to go, indicated at the latest FOMC meeting on 16 June that there would be two
interest rate hikes by the end of 2023, but rebounded on the next day when investors flocked to longterm bonds on expectations that the Fed would avert the escalation of inflation by setting out
tapering early enough and the yield on 10-year US Treasuries decreased in turn.
With regards to exchange rates, the JPY depreciation against the USD shored up domestic stock
prices. The JPY weakened against the USD when the yield on 2-year US Treasuries rose
significantly following the FOMC meeting.
Economy: Hard to predict the course of the domestic economy following an improvement in
leading indicators in June
The Economy Watchers Survey results, which is one of the most important statistics that promptly
offers an accurate grasp of region-by-region economic trends, for June improved and even
exceeded the market estimates. The average of current and future conditions rose from 42.9 in the
previous month to 50.0, a level which is relatively high compared with the average of past data. The
primary reason for the improvement was a progress in vaccination programs. The report cited an
increase in events and more frequent flows of elderly people as characteristic reasons of current
conditions, and an increase in customer traffic to department stores, major electronics retailers,
theme parks as well as the number of hotel guests as those of future conditions. It also indicated an
improvement in job markets, including an increase in job openings. On the other hand, there are
mixed feelings toward the Olympic Games. The report showed that people are pinning hopes on
increased demand of TV sets while worrying about a resurgence of Covid-19.
Japan Economy Watchers Survey (Average of current and future)

Source: SMDAM based on Bloomberg data as of 8 July 2021.
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It is difficult for us to predict leading indicators for the July-to-September quarter. The Japanese government
decided to declare the fourth state of emergency from 12 July to 22 August in Tokyo ahead of the Tokyo
Olympic Games in summer and the Lower House election at the end of September in order to carry these
events to success. While another state of emergency drags down leading indicators, the government can
press forward vaccination programs and formulate fiscal policies for the election during the period. As a
result, we cannot tell whether leading indicators will move up or down in the short term. However, we believe
the domestic economy has just entered into the expansion phase or come to the middle of the expansion
phase in the long-term horizon.
Policy: Revisions of Japan's Corporate Governance Code should enhance corporate values further
Revised versions of Japan's Corporate Governance Code (the “Code”) and Guidelines for Investor and
Company Engagement (the "Guidelines") were published on 11 June. Given their intention to further improve
governance and the sustainability of domestic companies, they should boost mid-to long-term corporate
values. They also show that the current Japanese administration adopts a friendly stance towards stock
markets.
The Code, which stipulates an appropriate form of listed companies, was compiled in 2015 and prompted
domestic companies to enhance their governance. It was revised in 2018 and again this time in 2021.
Meanwhile, the Guidelines, which provide agenda items for engagement that institutional investors and
companies are expected to focus on, were compiled in 2018, having encouraged dialogues on topics sought
by the Code such as generating sustainable growths and increasing corporate values over the mid-to longterm. They were revised for the first time this time. The main points of the revisions of the Code and the
Guidelines are as follows:
1. Enhancing Board Independence
▪ Increase in the number of independent directors from at least two to at least one-third of the board for
Prime Market listed companies (where necessary, a majority of the board members should be elected as
independent directors).
▪ Establish a nomination committee and a remuneration committee (appointment of independent directors
enough to have them form a majority of the committee members for Prime Market listed companies).
▪ Disclose a skill matrix of board members conforming to the company's business strategy.
▪ Appoint independent directors having managerial experiences at other companies.
2. Promoting Diversity
▪ Disclose a policy and voluntary measurable targets in respect of promoting diversity in senior
management by appointing females, non-Japanese and mid-career professionals.
▪ Disclose human resource development policies ensuring diversity, including the status of
implementation.
3. Attention to Sustainability and ESG
▪ Develop a basic policy and disclose initiatives on the company's sustainability.
▪ Enhance the quality and quantity of climate-related disclosure based on the Task Force on Climaterelated Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations or equivalent international frameworks at Prime
Market listed companies.
4. Other Major Points
▪ Appoint enough independent directors to have them form a majority of the board or establish an
independent special committee at Prime Market listed subsidiaries so as to cope with conflicts of interest
between their parent company and minority shareholders.
▪ Promote the use of electronic voting platforms and disclosure in English at Prime Market listed
companies.
Given a high awareness of the Code among many Japanese companies, they should grapple with the three
agendas mentioned above from now on. We believe the latest revisions should contribute positively to
domestic stock markets in the mid-to-long run.
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Investment Strategy
We expect that the Japanese equity market to remain range-bound due to a tug-of-war between
accommodative monetary policies and a sense of overvaluation, especially in the US equity
market. Over the long term, more open policies to overseas funds including the improvement in
corporate governance as well as policies to boost the immigration intake are likely to support the
market. We identify external factors, such as the outbreak of financial crises and another global
recession, as major risks because they might bring about a sharp yen appreciation. Taking these
into consideration, we will overweight the consumer discretionary sector and stocks with low
price/book (P/B) ratios.

_____________________________
Notes: Some statements contained in this material concerning goals, strategies, outlook or other nonhistorical matters may be forward-looking statements and are based on current indicators and expectations.
These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, and the Company
undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These forward-looking
statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from those
contained in the statements. The Company and/or its affiliates may or may not have a position in any
financial instrument mentioned and may or may not be actively trading in any such securities.
The organisations and/or financial instruments mentioned are for reference purposes only. The content of this
material should not be construed as a recommendation for their purchase or sale. Charts and graphs are
provided for illustrative purposes only.
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